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SAN DIEGO (Reuters) - Speed increases in Most Popular on
mobile data services will require more
ECNmag.com
densely built networks, executives from
wireless chip and technology supplier
Qualcomm Inc said on Thursday.
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"That's how we're going to get these big
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increases," said Jacobs. "We think we can
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Qualcomm co-founder Irwin Jacobs said
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supporting the femto networks "does
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indeed expand our available spectrum
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(and) allows us to give many more
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Paul Jacobs said that while he does not
support allowing wireless operators to
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decide which Internet service to allow on
their networks, the companies should be
allowed to manage data traffic.
"We are on the side of, yes, you have to
be able to do something to manage your
network, but it's not the right thing to go
in and say one service or another is OK,"
he told CTIA attendees. (Reporting by
Gina Keating in San Diego; Writing by
Sinead Carew in New York; Editing by Tim
Dobbyn)
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